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Abstract
Tripping is a common cause of falls across different age populations particularly
in older adults. Concerns regarding the validity of simulated-fall research protocols reside
in the current literature. The purpose of this study was to develop a novel treadmill-based
tripping protocol that allowed researchers to deliver unanticipated tripping perturbations
during walking with a high level of timing precision. The protocol utilized a side-by-side
split-belt treadmill instrumented with force platforms. Treadmill belt acceleration profiles
(two levels of perturbation severity: small perturbation vs large perturbation) were
delivered unilaterally when the tripped leg bore 20% of the body weight during early
stance. Peak trunk flexion angle during trip recovery was the primary variable used to
represent the fall recovery response and likelihood of falls. Test-retest reliability of the
fall responses was examined in a group of 10 young participants; validity was examined
through differentiation of the fall responses between young and older adults (age 20.9 vs.
57.1 years, n=10 per group). We found that the perturbations were precisely delivered
during the early stance phase (10-45 ms after initial contact). Moreover, this protocol
elicited excellent reliability of recovery responses during both perturbation severities
(ICC=0.944 and 0.911). Older adults exhibited significantly greater peak trunk flexion
angle than young adults (p=0.035), indicating the current protocol was valid in
differentiating individuals with different levels of fall risks. This novel protocol
addressed some of the issues of previous simulated-fall protocols and may be useful as a
tool for future fall research and clinical intervention.
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Introduction
Falls frequently happen when normal walking is perturbed, such as during a
tripping event (Berg et al., 1997; Heijnen and Rietdyk, 2016; Li et al., 2006). Whilst
tripping happens in both older and young adults, they are seldom considered a hazard for
serious injuries in young adults due to their ability to arrest the fall. In contrast, the
prevalence of falls is as high as 62.1% in adults older than 50 years of age (Painter et al.,
2009). A previous study found that residents in long-term care facilities fell mostly due to
incorrect weight shifting (41%) and tripping (21%) (Robinovitch et al., 2013). Other
factors have been suspected to relate to a higher incidence of being tripped and higher
probability of falling after a trip in older adults (Van Dieen et al., 2005). For example,
Pijnappels et al. (2005) revealed that older adults showed a lower rate of change of
support limb moment generation. Therefore, during their recovery responses, less
reduction of angular forward momentum and decreased proper recovery step placement
were observed (Pijnappels et al., 2005).
Fall sequelae are significant and include serious injuries, fear of falling, and selfrestricted social isolation and have all been widely reported (Hordacre et al., 2015).
Specific to the United States healthcare system, the medical cost attributable to falls in
older adults is 50 billion dollars annually, and it is projected to increase in the coming
years (Florence et al., 2018).
The definition of a trip varies in the literature, but the current consensus is an
abrupt obstruction of a foot during gait (Arena et al., 2016; Pijnappels et al., 2010;
Potocanac et al., 2016; Schulz, 2017; Sessoms et al., 2014). In most real-life scenarios,
only one foot is obstructed. It is this sudden stop of the progression of a leg, coupled with
1

the continued forward acceleration of the body’s center of mass relative to the base of
support that causes a trip (Lee et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2011). Researchers have
focused on the trunk kinematics and kinetics in relation to leg motions and dynamic base
of support to study mechanisms underlying falls and fall recovery (Aviles et al., 2019;
Pavol et al., 2001). Additionally, since the compensatory postural responses evoked by
trips are not solely under volitional control, conventional balance measurements might
not be responsive to such balance insufficiency (Nashner, 1976, 1977, 1980).
To properly study falls, biomechanics researchers need tools that can realistically,
safely, and reliably replicate tripping events. An adequate tripping methodology should
be able to produce certain technical characteristics (King et al., 2019). First, it should
allow precise control of the timing of the perturbation incident including the onset and
perturbation duration. There is also the need to consistently reproduce the perturbations
to make valid within- or between-subject comparisons. Equally important is that the
tripping perturbations should be unanticipated by the walker so that the response is
naturally reactive. Anticipation alters gait because of cautious guarding and preparation
for coming perturbations which can influence the fall recovery response (Pater et al.,
2015). As such, unanticipated perturbation delivery helps ensure natural gait before the
perturbation and authentic responses. Third, the severity of the perturbation should
ideally be adjustable to allow observation of a range of biomechanical responses. This is
typically achieved by manipulating the displacement duration and/or the magnitude of the
walking or standing surface acceleration (Pai et al., 2000; Szturm and Fallang, 1998).
Adjustable perturbation severity is also useful for intervention purposes. Finally, a
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tripping perturbation protocol should deliver the perturbation unilaterally to account for
the rotations of the trunk and limbs in all three planes after a foot obstruction.
One of the current methodologies to simulate tripping perturbations is the
treadmill deceleration/acceleration method (Berger et al., 1984; Sessoms et al., 2014).
Berger et al. developed the idea of simulated tripping during walking by manipulating the
treadmill belt velocity (Berger et al., 1984). The protocol involves sudden acceleration or
deceleration of the treadmill belt while a participant is walking on it. This method was
able to elicit responses comparable to what occurs in daily life (Berger et al., 1984;
Owings et al., 2001). Moreover, the method can minimize anticipatory reactions because
no physical object is used as an obstacle to produce the trip (Zhang et al., 2011).
However, the method has been criticized, as the severity of the perturbation may not be
strong enough compared to perturbations encountered in real-life where an obstacle stops
a single foot. Sessoms et al. (2014) improved the method by adding a brief deceleration
phase of the treadmill belt to simulate the foot obstruction followed by belt acceleration
to evoke the forward trunk motion (Figure 2B). However, in their protocol the tripping
perturbation was delivered to the limb during the single-limb support period (i.e. near
mid-stance) indicating that the tripped limb bore a significant percentage of the body
weight at the instance of tripping onset. Delivering the tripping perturbation close to midstance is also potentially problematic when examining individuals with disabilities or
slow gait since their double stance phase is longer and they may not achieve true singlelimb support. These studies also did not clearly describe the triggering criteria. They were
designed to target a long duration during gait (i.e. single-limb support period) but not a
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certain instant of gait, leaving room for improvement regarding the precision and
reproducibility of trips in these research protocols.
In order to further improve the biomechanical evaluation of falls and fall recovery
response, we developed a tripping fall simulation protocol that incorporates most of the
strengths and accounts for most of the weakness in existing protocols. A ground-reactionforce-based treadmill acceleration/deceleration method should enable precise and
reproducible timing control of the tripping perturbation delivery. Additionally, a side-byside split-belt treadmill to elicit unilateral tripping should more closely resemble tripping
events in real life. Therefore, we aimed to establish the reliability and validity of
perturbation delivery and response using a novel protocol using a split belt groundreaction-force-based treadmill.

4

Methods
System Apparatus Design
The system consisted of three main components: 1) Bertec side-by-side split-belt
instrumented treadmill (Model ITC-11-20L-4, Bertec Corp., Columbus, OH, USA), 2)
VICON motion capture and data collection system and Datastream Software
Development Kit (SDK; Oxford Metrics, Oxfordshire, UK), and 3) a customized program
written in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
The instrumented treadmill is capable of separate control of the movements of the two
treadmill belts. Each belt was equipped with one force plate capturing ground reaction
force data from the walker’s left and right foot contacts. The force data was sampled at
1000Hz, time-synchronized with the VICON motion data and streamed by the SDK to
the MATLAB software on a personal computer. The MATLAB code served as the
interface to communicate between Datastream SDK and the treadmill controller.
Specifically, the program read the vGRF from Datastream SDK and executed the preprogrammed perturbations via the treadmill controller. The treadmill controller received
remote

control

commands

from

MATLAB

via

the

Transmission

Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) port, through which the program delivered the
prescribed tripping perturbation by accelerating/decelerating the treadmill motors (Figure
1 and 2B).

5

Figure 1. System apparatus.

Perturbation Design
The treadmill-based tripping perturbation protocol started from establishing the
participants’ comfortable walking speed (CWS). During a perturbation the designated
treadmill belt, either left or right, would decelerate for 50ms, followed by 270ms of
acceleration, and then decelerated again for 220ms to return to the CWS (Figure 2B).
Two acceleration levels were used to simulate tripping perturbations of two levels of
severity (small vs. large) (Sessoms et al., 2014). The acceleration magnitude utilized in
the protocol was linearly scaled by the CWS. For a CWS at 1 m/s, the
acceleration/deceleration was either ±6 m/s2 (small tripping perturbation) or ±12 m/s2
(large tripping perturbation). For example: for a person who walks at a speed of 0.8 m/s,
their accelerations would be 4.8 and 9.6 m/s2 for small and large perturbations
respectively. This allows more realistic magnitudes of perturbation for individuals with
6

slower walking speeds, as a slower walking speed is indicative of lower balance ability.
The automatic triggering criteria were based on the vGRF profile with the intention to
deliver the perturbation during early stance phase of the tripped limb. In order to
consistently deliver the perturbation during early stance phase, the perturbation was
triggered when the following conditions were jointly met: First, the vGRF on the tripped
side had to be between 20-25% of the person's body weight which was determined by
asking the participant to stand quietly on the treadmill before the walking trials. Second,
vGRF that met the first condition had to be greater than the vGRF 10ms prior to ensure
that the trigger would occur in the ascending phase of the vGRF typical of during the
early stance phase (Figure 2A).

7

Figure 2A. GRF from both limbs and perturbation triggering criteria. Blue vGRF line is
from the tripped left limb; red lines enclose the designated window of a triggering event.
B. Treadmill velocity profile. Solid line stands for a tripping perturbation with a small
acceleration; dash line represents a tripping perturbation with a large acceleration.
Protocol Reliability and Protocol Validation

Protocol Reliability and Protocol Validation
To validate our system, we examined its reliability and validity: 1) We measured
the test-retest reliability of the fall recovery responses elicited by the protocol. 2) We
examined the timing consistency in delivering the perturbation in relationship to the gait
phase percentages. 3) We validated the protocol by examining whether it can be used to
differentiate the trip recovery kinematic responses between younger and older adults. The
8

research protocol and procedures were approved by the Biomedical IRB of University of
Nevada Las Vegas. For reliability, we recruited participants between ages of 18-30 from
a university student population with no known musculoskeletal diseases or injuries nor
any sensory or motor impairments that may influence their gait on a treadmill.
Participants for reliability tests visited the laboratory twice, two weeks apart. Procedures
of the two visits were identical. After providing informed consent, participants were
tested on the abovementioned system with the kinematics captured using a 12-camera
VICON motion capture system (sampling rate = 200Hz). The kinematic data were
lowpass-filtered at 10Hz. A marker set for lower extremities and trunk was applied by the
same investigator (Figure 3A). A harness attaching to a load cell was provided to prevent
the participants from falls without interrupting their gait (Figure 3B). Falls were defined
as when the participants had to grab the supporting struts, or when the load cell/harness
supported more than 50% of their body weight. Four different trips were applied,
including: small perturbation on the left limb and on the right limb, large perturbation on
the left limb and on the right limb. The four perturbations were delivered in random order
of timing, severity, and sides.

9

Figure 3A. Passive reflective marker set. B. Hardware settings.

Peak trunk flexion angle during a tripping event has been shown to be predictive
of a fall (Grabiner et al., 2008; Owings et al., 2001). Three events including the
perturbation onset, contralateral limb contact, and tripped limb contact were
chronologically identified in reference to foot position and vGRF data. Trunk flexion
angle was defined as the trunk angle relative to the global vertical axis in the sagittal
plane. Positive angle indicates trunk flexion and negative indicates trunk extension. Peak
trunk flexion angle, after perturbation onset and before tripped limb contact, was located
and used for analysis. To confirm the consistency of perturbation delivery timing, the
perturbation onset timing in percentage of stance phase was calculated. The length of
10

stance phase was obtained from the normal walking period as an average value from 3
strides.
A group of older participants (>50 years of age) was recruited from the university
and the local community for the purpose of protocol validation. They had no
neurological, cardiovascular, and current musculoskeletal diseases that preclude walking
on the treadmill. This older group visited the laboratory once. We compared their trip
recovery trunk kinematic responses against the values from younger participants’ first
visit to eliminate the possibility of learning effects.
Statistical Analysis
Fall incidence was presented in frequency and percentage. Test-retest reliability
was estimated by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). A two-way mixed-effects
model with absolute agreement on a single measurement was used (ICC3.1) (Koo and Li,
2016). We defined poor, moderate, good, and excellent reliability with ICC values less
than 0.5, between 0.5 and 0.75, between 0.75 and 0.9, and greater than 0.9 respectively
(Koo and Li, 2016). Two-way ANOVAs were used for examining the effects of group
(younger vs. older) and perturbation accelerations (small vs. large) on peak trunk flexion
angle. Our a priori alpha was set at 0.05. Statistical analyses were all conducted using
SPSS version 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Ten younger individuals and twelve older individuals participated. One person in
the older adult group reported hip pain and one other expressed fear of falling after the
first tripping perturbation. These two persons withdrew from the study and were not
11

included in the analysis (Table 1). Figure. 4 was data extracted from one of the
participants to serve as an example of trunk flexion angle during perturbation and trip
recovery.

Age (y)
Younger (n = 20.90±1.66
10)
Older (n = 10) 57.10±4.70

Sex (M/F)

BW (kg)

CWS (m/s)

3/7

62.79±9.63

0.90±0.17

7/3

84.20±12.96

0.95±0.28

Table 1. Demographics of the younger group and older group

Figure 4. Example of sagittal trunk flexion angle in response to the tripping perturbation
and recovery. Left limb was the tripped limb.
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Test-retest Reliability
In the younger group, the length of stance phases ranged from 635ms to 810ms.
Perturbations were consistently delivered at 10-45ms after initial contact, approximately
2.5% (median, range [1.4-4.6%]) of the stance phase. Peak trunk flexion angles during
both the small and large perturbations were consistent between the visits (Table 2). The
protocol yielded excellent test-retest reliability of the trunk kinematics during both small
(ICC=0.95, 95% CI [0.79, 0.99]) and large perturbations (ICC=0.90, 95% CI [0.65,
0.976]).

Fall
incidence
(%)
Younger
(n = 10)

0 (0%)

Older
(n = 10)

3 (15%)

Small Perturbation
Peak trunk flexion angle (°)
Visit 1 [95%
CI]
13.4±6.9
[8.9, 17.8]

Fall
incidence
(%)

Visit 2
13.6±6.7

19.9±6.4
[15.5, 24.3]

0 (0%)
6 (30%)

Large Perturbation
Peak trunk flexion angle (°)
Visit 1 [95%
CI]
23.5±10.0
[16.8, 30.2]
33.7±10.1
[27.0, 40.4]

Table 2. Fall incidence and peak trunk flexion angle from younger and older groups,
during small and large tripping perturbations.
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Visit 2
23.2±8.2

Protocol Validation
Of the 20 included participants, the older group was significantly heavier (p<0.001;
Table 1). There was no significant difference in CWS between groups (p=0.63). None of
the participants in the younger group fell in any tripping trials. The older group had 3
falls under the small perturbation condition and 6 falls under large perturbation condition,
yielding percentages of fall 15% and 30% respectively (Table 2). The peak trunk flexion
of small perturbations in the younger group was 13.4˚ with a standard deviation (SD) of
6.9˚, while the older group was 19.9˚ with SD of 6.4˚ (Figure 5). The peak trunk flexion
angle of large perturbations in the younger group was 23.5˚±10.0˚, and while the older
adult group was 33.7˚±10.1˚. Older adults exhibited significantly greater peak trunk
flexion angle than young adults (p=0.035). Significant group main effect (p=0.035) and
significant perturbation severity main effect (p<0.001) were found. Large perturbations
elicited significantly greater peak trunk flexion angle than small perturbations did by
72%. Older adults recovered from trips exhibiting 45% greater peak trunk flexion angle
compared against young adults (Table 2).
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Peak Trunk Flexion Angle (degree)

Peak Trunk Flexion Angle for Small and Large Perturbation
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Small Perturbation

Large Perturbation

Younger Group

Older Group

Figure 5. Peak trunk flexion angle with standard deviation for small and large
perturbation in younger and older groups.
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Discussion
Our novel protocol was successful in delivering precise and reproducible
perturbations that simulated tripping falls. The two acceleration profiles simulated two
levels of severity of tripping perturbations as intended. The protocol was capable of
differentiating the trip recovery responses between younger and older adults. We
confirmed the consistency of the protocol in two aspects: 1) precision of delivery and 2)
trip recovery kinematics.
First, we observed that all perturbations were precisely delivered before the first
5% of the stance phase as intended in a range of different CWS and length of stance
phase. This high level of consistency was attributed to the GRF-based triggering criteria.
GRF has been shown to remain consistent within one’s gait cycle and most consistent at
one’s self-selected walking-speed (Masani et al., 2002; Patel and Bhatt, 2015). Our novel
protocol used GRF-based triggering criteria to precisely invoke the trip by taking
advantage of the modern force plate-instrumented, dual-belt treadmills. In doing so, the
tripping perturbations were induced at precisely the same phase in the gait cycle. In this
current study, we intended to deliver the perturbation in early stance and determine the
triggering criteria accordingly. For future usage, we see the potential of this protocol
being capable of precisely delivering perturbations at other instances during gait by
changing the triggering value of GRF. Since trip recovery strategies are highly dependent
on the timing of trip onset during gait (Eng et al., 1994), this GRF-based feature will
allow thorough investigations across different trip recovery strategies.
Second, the test-retest reliability of the protocol was confirmed by participants’
consistent trunk kinematics in response to the tripping perturbation. With a two-week
16

interval between tests, this protocol was able to elicit similar and reliable test-retest
responses from the participants. A protocol that provides precise and reproducible
perturbation timing can enable further investigations into the mechanisms of falls and
successful recovery. It may also reduce the need for multiple trials and the potential
confounding effect of anticipation.
We observed the severity main effect on peak trunk flexion angle in both age
groups. In response to the larger perturbations, both groups exhibited higher peak trunk
flexion angles. Our results aligned with the previous findings that more severe falls are
associated with a loss of trunk control (Bourke et al., 2008; Liu and Lockhart, 2014). The
severity main effect we found also echoed with the results by Lee et al. (2016a) who
examined the slip recovery responses after different severities of perturbations. Altering
the duration of the tripping perturbation may be another way to manipulate the severity
(Tokuno et al., 2010). However, manipulating the duration of the perturbation may
influence the gross fall recovery strategy selection (Shirota et al., 2014). Since the
acceleration profile (i.e. both the acceleration and duration) can be easily manipulated in
our novel protocol, this enables researchers and clinicians to provide different levels of
perturbation for potential research and training purposes (Crenshaw et al., 2013a).
Tripping fall recovery requires rapid responses immediately after the onset of the
trip (Grabiner and Jahnigen, 1992; Stelmach and Worringham, 1985), and the responses
consist of three main conceptual components: the reactive control of the forward rotation
of trunk (Grabiner et al., 1996; Grabiner et al., 1993), the use of a support limb in slowing
the fall (Dietz et al., 1986; Eng et al., 1994), and the recovery stepping of sufficient
length (Fukagawa and Schultz, 1995; Grabiner et al., 1993). The current protocol elicited
17

similar trunk kinematics to what other protocols prompted. Moreover, this protocol has
the feature of unilateral foot obstruction on the limb that bore only about 20% of the body
weight. As depicted in Figure 4, participants exhibited reactive control of the trunk
following a sequence of an early trunk extension (ie. 800-1000ms in Figure 4) before
exaggerated flexion and recovery steps (1100ms to 1300ms). The critical recovery step
was typically made by the contralateral limb. If it was successful in arresting the trunk
forward momentum, the fall could be prevented. Single or multiple recovery steps were
observed after the tripping perturbation before the participant resumed normal walking.
Limitations
The main limitation of this study was that the tripping perturbations were
delivered during stance phase as opposed to trips in real life scenarios. This is an inherent
limitation of the treadmill-based tripping protocol. However, in our protocol at the instant
of the perturbation (i.e. early stance phase), approximately 80% the body weight was still
on the non-tripped limb. Our success in consistently delivering the perturbation at this
early stance phase may be as realistic as it can be when it comes to treadmill-based
simulated fall protocols. Additionally, the use of safety bars may have led to smaller
(although significant) differences in peak trunk flexion angle, as participants were able to
break a fall by reaching for these bars.
Conclusion
We validated that our new protocol can serve as an assessment tool to
differentiate the trip recovery responses between younger and older adults. The protocol
successfully induced more falls in the older group as well as more falls in the large
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acceleration condition. We have also demonstrated that our novel protocol may be useful
in detecting the disparate trip recovery responses between different age and clinical
populations. We see potential of utilizing our protocol to understand trip recovery
responses and trip-related falls, as well as to screen for fall risk. The customizable control
scheme of our protocol may enable future investigations on how walking speed,
placement of the recovery foot, and movement response time affect fall risk.
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